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SHINING A LIGHT ON MALE FERTILITY

WELL-INFORMED DECISIONS

FOR SUSTAINABLE &
PRODUCTIVE AGRICULTURE

Quality Control Standard for
LIVESTOCK SEMEN ASSESSMENT

“

Visual assessment of semen from AI straws
can be quite challenging depending on
the concentration of the sample and
what diluting agent is used. I avoid other
technologies or lab-based CASA due to the
time, cost and hassle it takes to send off
a frozen straw to the lab. The attraction of
Dyneval on-farm semen evaluation is that
it is a quick, easy
and low-cost procedure.
Maarten Boers
A Livestock Vet

DYNESCAN DEMO

Book a demo to try our
award-winning technology

AWARD
WINNING

DYNESCAN REFERRAL
Recommend our technology
to your vet or AI technician

dyneval.com
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TOWARDS NET-ZERO
Doing our part to
limit global warming



Research has shown that if cattle
conception rates are raised by 27%,
on-farm methane emissions can be
reduced by 10%.

Dyneval offers a win-win opportunity;

increase profits while transitioning towards net-zero. The
average UK dairy farm could save £37K per year.

As the new industry standard for semen assessment, Dynescan helps

the livestock production industry move towards net-zero by using

healthy semen with optimum motility to improve production
efficiency.

JOIN THE DYNEVAL EVOLUTION
Dyneval’s award-winning and patented technology brings precision
and user-independent technology to the farm allowing for
reliable semen quality assessment results within minutes. Dyneval
technology can be adapted to a wide range of species and
challenges: Bovine, Equine, Ovine and Porcine.

Comprehensive Breeding Soundness Examination
Better livestock management
Eliminate poor quality samples
Check quality after transport
Compare semen processing methods
Make well-informed decisions
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WHAT CAN THE DATA TELL ME?
Bull A and Bull B were compared using thawed straws for AI on farm
prior to service. Which bull would you use?

Continuous
measurements
for up to 5 hours

% PROGRESSIVE MOTILITY OVER TIME

MEAN SWIMMING SPEED OVER TIME

CONCEPTION RATES
As measured by non-return 3 weeks after serving.

Sustained motility is
correlated with improved
conception results.
When sperm loses the ability
to swim, the ovulated egg, is
unreachable.
The unique Dynescan
continuous test allows
low-quality semen to be
detected easily.
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THE NEW STANDARD FOR SEMEN ASSESSMENT
Automated
and precise
measurement
technology

DYNESCAN

CASA*

Microscope

>95%

>90%

>60%

Visual Mode
Precision and
repeatability
Automated and
continuous
measurements  
Pen-side assessments
User-independent
results
Easy to use
Widest range of semen
concentrations
*CASA: Computer Aided Semen Analyser

DYNESCAN FEATURES
Dual mode: Visual and Dyneval
Results within minutes
Minimum training required
Simple setup
Robust and portable (Approx. 5 kg)
Secure cloud-based storage
Data retrievable 24/7
Semen report PDF certificate

What other species can be analysed?

In addition to Bovine, a Dynescan can be adapted to
analyse semen from multiple species such us Equine, Ovine
and Porcine.

Is a Dynescan simple to use?

Our patented Dynescan requires minimum training.
Our dedicated technical support will help you to get started.

What does a Dynescan cost to hire?

Our subscription plans cater to a wide range of usage levels
which means no capital investment required.

More questions?

Speak to an expert on 07594 649214

The Only Technology That

Measures Mean Speed &
Progressive Motility Over Time

PREPARE

slide with fresh/frozen semen

PERFORM

a single or continuous test

EVALUATE

and record data as required

07594 649214
contact@dyneval.com
dyneval.com
Roslin Innovation Centre

DYNESCAN DEMO

Book a demo to try our
award-winning technology

DYNESCAN REFERRAL
Recommend our technology
to your vet or AI technician

